
Construting model P1I for reetion studiesPetr Bulant1 & Nik Martakis21 Department of Geophysis, Faulty of Mathematis and Physis, Charles University,Ke Karlovu 3, 121 16 Praha 2, Czeh Republi,http://sw3d.z/sta�/bulant.htm,2 Landteh Enterprises S.ASummaryThe algorithm of onstruting smooth veloity models suitable for ray traing by in-version of given data with minimization of the Sobolev norm omposed of the seondderivatives of veloity is applied to the 2-D P and S-wave veloity model alled P1I. TheP and S-wave veloity data available for the model onstrution are quite smooth, andthus onstrution of a smooth one-blok model alled P1 is possible. Beause the modelis onstruted for reetion studies, and the data for smooth interfaes are available,we onstrut the model P1I omposed of several smooth veloity bloks separated bysmooth interfaes. We then alulate syntheti seismograms in the onstruted model,whih simulate a reetion measurement in the modelled loality.KeywordsRay traing, veloity model, smoothing, Sobolev norm, syntheti seismograms.1. IntrodutionThe onstrution of the veloity model of a geologial struture is the �rst step in anyalulation based on the appliation of ray methods. If the disrete values of veloityare given, we need to �t the data by a veloity model. In order to suessfully performray traing, proper smoothing of the veloity model is a key issue. The reommendedmethod is the onstrution of a veloity model by data �tting with minimization ofthe Sobolev norm omposed of the seond veloity derivatives. Several papers on thistopi were published by the researhers of the SW3D onsortium. The �rst paperon this topi by Klime�s (2000a) is devoted to the detailed theoretial desription ofthe smoothing algorithm. The papers by Bulant (2002) and �Z�a�ek (2002) ontain ashortened overview of the theory and show numerial appliation to 2-D and 3-D models;preliminary versions of the papers were published by Bulant (2000), �Z�a�ek (2000), andBulant (2001). The paper by Klime�s (2000b) ontains the desription of appliationof the smoothing algorithm to the Marmousi model, and ontains detailed desriptionof the history �le used to smooth the model using the SW3D software. The paperby Bulant (2010) shows an example of onstrution of a smooth 1-D model suitable foralulation of Green funtions for moment tensor inversion in (miro)seismi monitoringof natural earthquakes in loality Dobr�a Voda.In this paper, we apply the algorithm to the 2-D P and S-wave veloity model alledP1I. Using the P and S-wave veloity data available for the model, we �rst onstrutthe smooth one-blok version of the model alled P1. We then use the available data forinterfaes, and onstrut model P1I omposed of several smooth veloity bloks sepa-rated by smooth interfaes. We then alulate syntheti seismograms in the onstrutedmodel, whih simulate a reetion measurement in the modelled loality.In: Seismi Waves in Complex 3-D Strutures, Report 21 (Department of Geophysis, Charles University, Prague, 2011), pp. 17-2517



2. Input information for veloity model smoothing2.1. Data for the P and S-wave veloityThe data for the model onsist of a 2-D veloity pro�le of the length of 47.3 kmand the depth of 6 km. The P-wave veloity data for the loality are available on the2-D grid of 474 � 61 points with equal horizontal and vertial spaing of 0.1 km. Forthe onstrution of the veloity model, we onvert the veloity to slowness. The S-waveslowness is obtained from the available ratio of P and S-wave veloity given on the samegrid. See Figure 1 for the veloity data.

Figure 1: P-wave veloity and P/S veloity ratio used as the data for onstrution of model P1.2.2. Data for the strutural interfaesThe data for the strutural interfaes are available in the form of digitized values, seeFigure 2. For the onstrution of the veloity model we use only the interfaes loated inthe entral part of the pro�le depited as the "Most important study area" in Figure 2.2.3. Model parameterization, amount of smoothingThe slowness in the veloity model is interpolated by biubi splines. As an inputfor slowness smoothing, the parameterization of the model, i.e. the number and theoordinates of the spline points must be manually spei�ed. The values of slownessin the presribed spline points are alulated during smoothing. Smoothing is basedon �tting the values of slowness at the data points and on minimizing the square ofthe Sobolev norm omposed of the seond slowness derivatives. The oeÆient of theSobolev norm is also presribed manually.The strutural interfaes in the model are �tted by ubi splines, similarly as theveloities. We again presribe manually the number and positions of the spline pointsused to model the interfaes, and we also presribe the amount of smoothing applied tothe interfaes. 18



Figure 2: The data available for onstrution of the strutural interfaes in model P1I.3. Models P1 and P1I3.1. Smooth one-blok model alled P1First we onstrut a smooth one-blok version of the model in order to estimate theamount of smoothing to be applied to the veloity �eld. We parameterize both theP and S-wave veloities by 474 � 61 spline points loated at the same positions asthe veloity data points. As the data we use the values of P and S-wave slowness,and in the model we interpolate the slownesses as well. We then apply the proedureof simultaneous least-square �tting of the disrete data and minimizing the square ofthe Sobolev norm omposed of seond derivatives of the slownesses. We then performthe inversion with di�erent amounts of smoothing, hek the resulting models, and weselet the optimum value of smoothing parameter. In this ase the amount of smoothingapplied is relatively small. Refer to Figure 3 for the resulting one-blok smooth P-waveveloity model, Figure 4 for the P-wave veloity data shown in the same olour sale asthe model, and Figure 5 for the di�erenes between the data and the model. See alsoorresponding Figures 6 to 8 for the S-wave veloities.3.2. Model with interfaes alled P1IIn the next step, we onstrut the model omposed of several bloks separated bysmooth interfaes. We hoose only the data for the interfaes loated in the "studyarea" of the model (see Figure 2), we speify the numbers and the positions of thespline points of individual interfaes. We then apply the proedure of simultaneousleast-square �tting of the disrete data for interfaes and minimizing the square of theSobolev norm omposed of seond derivatives, i.e. we minimize the urvature of theinterfaes. We then perform the inversion with di�erent amounts of smoothing, hekthe resulting models, and we selet the optimum value of smoothing parameter. As weinrease the smoothing, we �rst inuene the behavior of the interfaes between thegiven data points. If we further inrease the smoothing, then the interfaes beomesmoother and smoother and they start to deviate from the given data. We usuallyprefer to have the interfaes as smooth as possible, but still reasonably �tting the datapoints. See Figure 9 for the piture of the resulting interfaes and individual bloks ofthe model P1I. 19



Figure 3: P-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1. The P-wave veloity ranges from4.64 km/s shown in blue to 5.93 km/s shown in magenta. The whole olour irle orresponds to theinterval of 1.50 km s�1.
Figure 4: P-wave veloity data for the model P1. The data are the same as in Figure 1, but are shownhere in the same olour sale as the resulting smooth model showen above in Figure 3.
Figure 5: Di�erenes between the P-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1 and the data usedfor the model onstrution. The olour sale ranges from green for the highest di�erene of 0.08 km/s,then through yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and then through red to magenta for the lowest di�ereneof -0.13 km/s. The whole olour irle orresponds to the interval of 0.40 kms�1.
Figure 6: S-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1. The S-wave veloity ranges from2.66 km/s shown in blue to 3.35 km/s shown in magenta. The whole olour irle orresponds to theinterval of 1:5 kms�1=p3 = 0:866 kms�1.
Figure 7: S-wave veloity data for the model P1. The olour sale is the same as in Figure 6.
Figure 8: Di�erenes between the S-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1 and the data usedfor the model onstrution. The olour sale ranges from yan for the highest di�erene of 0.08 km/s,through green to yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and then through red to magenta for the lowestdi�erene of -0.08 km/s. The whole olour irle orresponds to the interval of 0:40 kms�1=p3 =0:23 kms�1.One we have onstruted the strutural interfaes in the model, we an performthe slowness �tting in the individual bloks. We use the same oeÆient of the Sobolevnorm as we used for the model P1, but we use oarser spline grids overing individualmodel bloks then the spline grid in the model P1. We �nally onstrut the P and20



Figure 9: Strutural interfaes and olor-oded individual strutural bloks of the model P1I. Thestars indiate the positions of the data points used for the onstrution of the interfaes. Compare withFigure 2.S-wave veloity model P1I with interfaes. See Figures 10 and 13 for the P-wave andS-wave veloity �eld, and see also Figure 11 for the P-wave veloity di�erenes betweenthe model with interfaes and the data, and Figure 12 for the P-wave veloity di�erenesbetween the smooth one-blok model P1 and the model P1I with interfaes. See alsoFigure 14 for the S-wave veloity di�erenes between the model P1I and the data, andFigure 15 for the S-wave veloity di�erenes between the models P1 and P1I.
Figure 10: P-wave veloity in the model P1I with interfaes. The P-wave veloity ranges from4.66 km/s shown in blue to 5.93 km/s shown in magenta. The olour sale is the same as in Figure 3.
Figure 11: Di�erenes between the P-wave veloity in the model P1I with interfaes, and the veloitydata used for the model onstrution. The olour sale ranges from yan for the highest di�erene of0.15 km/s, through green to yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and then through red to dark blue for thelowest di�erene of -0.21 km/s. The olour sale is the same as in Figure 5.
Figure 12: Di�erenes between the P-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1 and the modelP1I with interfaes. The olour sale ranges from blue for the highest di�erene of 0.19 km/s, throughgreen to yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and then through red to magenta for the lowest di�erene of-0.10 km/s. The olour sale is the same as in Figure 5.
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Figure 13: S-wave veloity in the model P1I with interfaes. The S-wave veloity ranges from2.69 km/s shown in red to 3.42 km/s shown in yan, the olour sale is the same as in Figure 6.
Figure 14: Di�erenes between the S-wave veloity in the model P1I with interfaes, and the veloitydata used for the model onstrution. The olour sale ranges from yan for the highest di�erene of0.08 km/s, then through green to yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and through red to magenta for thelowest di�erene of -0.08 km/s. The olour sale is the same as in Figure 8.
Figure 15: Di�erenes between the S-wave veloity in the smooth one-blok model P1 and the modelP1I with interfaes. The olour sale ranges from yan for the highest di�erene of 0.08 km/s, and thenthrough green to yellow olor for zero di�erenes, and to red for the lowest di�erene of -0.07 km/s.The olour sale is the same as in Figure 8.4. Syntheti seismogramsIn the resulting model P1I with interfaes, we alulate syntheti seismograms tosimulate a reetion measurement in the modelled loality. We perform the alulationfor the point soure loated at the surfae at 25 km, and for the pro�le of 37 reeiversplaed from 16 km to 34 km with the step of 0.5 km. We have alulated all the primaryreeted waves, i.e. the P waves reeted at the �rst interfae as P waves, then SS waves,and then waves onverted after the reetion, i.e. SP and PS waves. The same set ofthe four waves was omputed for reetion at the seond interfae (i.e. PPPP, SSSS,PPSS, and SSPP waves), then at the third interfae, at the fourth interfae, and so on.As an illustration of the ray traing alulations, see Figures 16 to 23 for the P-waverays reeted at the �rst to eighth interfae.The soure is a vertial fore, the soure time funtion is Gabor signal with referenefrequeny 100 Hz, bandpass �ltered by a osine �lter given by frequenies 4, 20, 184and 200 Hz. The reeivers reord the vertial and radial (along the pro�le) omponentsof the wave �eld. The seismograms are shown with no di�erential saling betweenomponents and traes, so that true relative amplitudes are shown. See Figure 24 forthe syntheti seismograms alulated along the pro�le.
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Figure 16: P-wave rays shot from the point soure at the surfae of the model, reeted at the �rstinterfae, and arriving to the pro�le of reeivers.
Figure 17: P-wave rays reeted at the seond interfae.
Figure 18: P-wave rays reeted at the third interfae.
Figure 19: P-wave rays reeted at the fourth interfae.
Figure 20: P-wave rays reeted at the �fth interfae.
Figure 21: P-wave rays reeted at the sixth interfae.
Figure 22: P-wave rays reeted at the seventh interfae.
Figure 23: P-wave rays reeted at the eighth interfae.23
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